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Editor’s Preface

Future Technologies Conference (FTC) 2018 was held on November 13–14, 2018, in Vancouver at the Marriott Pinnacle Downtown Hotel, with sweeping views of the coastal mountains, Coal Harbour, and Vancouver’s city skyline. The city of Vancouver is considered as one of the most beautiful cities in the world.

With great privilege, we present the Proceedings of FTC 2018 in two volumes to the readers. We hope that you will find it useful, exciting, and inspiring. FTC 2018 aims at producing a bright picture and charming landscape for future technologies by providing a platform to present the best of current systems’ research and practice, emphasizing innovation and quantified experience. The ever-changing scope and rapid development of future technologies create new problems and questions, resulting in the real need for sharing brilliant ideas and stimulating good awareness of this important research field.

Researchers, academics, and technologists from leading universities, research firms, government agencies, and companies from 50+ countries presented the latest research at the forefront of technology and computing. After the double-blind review process, we finally selected 173 full papers including six poster papers to publish.

We would like to express our gratitude and appreciation to all of the reviewers who helped us maintain the high quality of manuscripts included in this conference proceedings. We would also like to extend our thanks to the members of the organizing team for their hard work. We are tremendously grateful for the contributions and support received from authors, participants, keynote speakers, program committee members, session chairs, organizing committee members, steering committee members, and others in their various roles. Their valuable support, suggestions, dedicated commitment, and hard work have made FTC 2018 a success. Finally, we would like to thank the conference’s sponsors and partners: Western Digital, IBM Research, and Nature Electronics.

We believe this event will help further disseminate new ideas and inspire more international collaborations.
We hope that all the participants of FTC 2018 had a wonderful and fruitful time at the conference and that our overseas guests enjoyed their sojourn in Vancouver!

Kind Regards,

Kohei Arai
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Abstract. Now-a-days, social and professional networks have become main focus of interest for the research community to extract useful information. Many researchers have explored different features of social networks which help the experts to make discoveries in an easy way. LinkedIn is a professional network and there are more than one hundred millions of registered users on the LinkedIn. These users have different kinds and levels of expertise in various domains. Although the data available on the LinkedIn is in semi-structured form, however, still it’s a big challenge for the organizations to find the required expertise in such huge collection of data. In this paper, we proposed an automated technique which collects structured information from the LinkedIn profiles. An innovative algorithm has been designed and developed which ranks professionals based on their expertise level according to user selected criteria. Our proposed methodology (“Float Search”) also provides a user-friendly interface and an interactive visualization of the experts. Float Search also provides option for users to weight each required expertise according to their preferences. Results of Float Search have been compared with that of LinkedIn search and evaluated through user study. The results show that 70.49% of the reviewers considered our ranking approach better and 28.35% reviewers regarded it as the best approach for searching required experts.

Keywords: Experts ranking · LinkedIn · Experts finding · Visualization
Float search

1 Introduction

Experts are the people with specialized experience and knowledge [1]. Finding experts is critical to support a number of tasks such as: (1) finding experts in organizations and industries; (2) finding experts in academia; (3) finding experts in software projects; and (4) finding experts in enterprises. Although the information is available on the World Wide Web, expertise finding is a tough task. Almost all recruitment processes require having a resume in the digital form and these files are processed by the organizations manually [2]. The task of expert finding is achieved using both manual and automated approaches. The manual approaches give high accuracy but difficult to maintain, however, the automated approaches give low accuracy but efficient to compute. Most of the time, automatic techniques use a single dimension to find experts. Google
scholar uses citation to rank researchers; H-index is used to rank the expertise in the academia. But the use of single metric techniques is not enough to rightly and accurately reflect a particular expertise [3].

Despite the presence of huge collection of online information the organizations still face a great challenge to find experts in different domains. The information available on the social web portals and the social activities on these portals can be used for the recruitment processes. These activities help in creating the professional profiles on particular portals [4]. Many Researchers have explored different features of Social Networks which help the experts to discover in an easy way. Unfortunately data available on the social web are mostly unstructured and provide experts information in generalized form with few vocabularies. It is still a challenge for organizations and academia to find experts in a specific domain. Further this data is in a form which is not directly readable for the machines [1].

Social networks are further divided into two categories: (1) Internal social network, which is used only by a particular group or within the company or organization; (2) External social network, which is not specific to a group, company or organization, but is open to all communities and individuals [5]. LinkedIn is an external social network which provides a platform for the professionals to interact and share information with one another [6]. According to [7] there are more than 135 million of registered users on the LinkedIn. These users have different kinds and levels of expertise in various domains. Although the data available on the LinkedIn is in semi structured form, but still it’s a great challenge for the organizations to find the required expertise in such huge collection of data. Further this information is not available in machine readable format.

We proposed an automated technique which collects structured information from the LinkedIn profiles. The proposed technique extracts information from individual’s profiles like Name, expertise, Employer, Designation and duration in months and stores them in an XML file. This information is then stored in the database. Afterwards we employed a method to identify and rank expertise, which facilitate and enables the individuals and organizations to search and find expertise with minimum efforts. This methodology demonstrates dataset of engineers in Islamabad, Pakistan, However this may be extended for broader domain.

Finally, to enhance the methodology findings and visibility, our proposed methodology provides a user-friendly interface and an interactive visualization of the experts. The methodology provides our own distinct and unique way to visualize experts using HTML 5.0 canvas. The proposed approach is providing the opportunity for users to enter weights for each expertise according to their preference but LinkedIn does not provide such a facility. To evaluate the data extracted by our proposed methodology, we have used a data set of 100 top level of expertise and manually validated from project managers and Human resource managers working in different software industries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the detailed literature survey on discoveries and visualization of expertise is provided in Sect. 2. The proposed methodology is explained in Sect. 3. Evaluation is discussed in Sect. 4 and finally, we conclude in Sect. 5 with some potential future directions.
2 Related Work

Pérez-Rosés et al. [8] have proposed a method for computing authority score using the number and quality of endorsement of a particular skill provided on a user profile. The problem was that the endorsement was not being calculated for people profile in social network website like LinkedIn. This method uses endorsement digraph to enhance the user profile for a particular skill. It applies the digraph ranking method like PageRank for ranking the user skills. Synthetic network consisting of 1493 nodes was used for testing and evaluating the proposed method. Basu et al. [5] presented that recommending ranked items to the user is still a big challenge for categorically different but interdependent items. Author has constructed an optimization formulation for restricted multi-slots which has the capability to model the items interactions belonging to various slots. To provide efficient solution, the solution was organized based on problem parameters and identified the best conditions. An algorithm was developed which provide efficient solution with least compromise on QCQP restrictions. The experiment results compared to other state of the art methods prove its efficiency and accuracy.

According to Wongsuphasawat et al. [9], it is difficult for naive analyst to view the automated visualized data in different views. To assist manual chart development, a tool “Voyager” that is based on mixed initiative and provides a browser with different features for recommended charts based on perceptual and statistical measures. The principle designs of this tool are motivating and recommend the visualization for generating interaction. The tool enhances data visualization and covers data variable with large aspect. Adoption of visualization tools was designed for balancing the fast exploration of specific answering of questions. According to Ananya et al. [10], many educational purpose software tools are available to enhance student skills of problem solving by hints and practicing. The student learning velocity of a problem can be defined, if user can significantly define the difference between the right solution and that of wrong attempt in problem solving. Using the finite automata construct, the author has extended the “JFLAP” a learning software tool for computing learning velocity of student working on a problem. This tool enables instructors for ranking students based on their learning capabilities and difficulty based ranking of the problem.

Fazel-Zarandi and Fox [11] have proposed a technique for creating and enhancing expert profiles for individuals. This technique employs First-Order Logic (FOL) that uses notations to infer and validate skills and competencies. It not only constructs and updates the skill of a person but it also finds the proficiency level for a particular skill. It will make the system highly expensive, complex, and inefficient. In the future author has planned for new system with the capability of evolving expert profile and conduct gap analysis. The conduct gap analysis will help to understand that who need what type of training and to evaluate these systems in real world.

Hristoskova et al. [12] has presented a framework, which collect information from different sources like Google scholar to build and maintain a dataset for expert finding. The internal functionality of this framework is divided into three parts including, (1) data gathering: collecting initial information like authors list, title and abstracts of articles; (2) data cleaning: merging and disambiguation of authors; and (3) analyzing and clustering of this data to relevant author. It improves the DBLP result by 17%.
In the future author intends to put the negative weights to the graph and increase the no of resources for collecting information. Balog et al. [13] has found that the existing techniques for finding experts in an organization are costly and need effort. Author proposed two cost effective models based on candidate’s model and document model. The proposed system employs rule-based technique that introduces four methods of binary associations, based on names and emails of candidates. Its performance has evaluated on World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) TREC Enterprise Track 2005. The results show that proposed models are among top five best models and Model 2 outperforms than Model 1. However, unstructured data and different data formats make the extraction methods more complex and degrade their performance remarkably.

Afzal et al. [3] has highlighted that to find and assign an expert to knowledge domain is needed in various era and situations. Author has used the multifaceted approach to create the expert profile by assigning weights to the expertise. To visualize the expertise, the proposed system uses the combination of hyperbolic and spiral visualization techniques. Hyperbolic browser visually represents ACM classification hierarchies. Spiral is used to visualize high profile authors in a sequence by selecting a node in the ACM hierarchy. This proposed approach is only implemented for Authors and reviewers of Journal of Universal Computer Science (JUCS).

3 Methodology

We propose a methodology for mining software engineers using LinkedIn. The remainder of sections, we define that how our proposed methodology extract data from the LinkedIn professional network and other operations performed by our methodology to rank different individuals in the field of software engineering according to their expertise level. There is more than one hundred millions of record available on the LinkedIn, so a lot of effort and time is needed to find an individual with particular expertise [2]. Therefore, we proposed a methodology which enables users to find individual with required level of expertise in an automated way. The main target of our methodology is to mine only structure information of Software engineers available on the LinkedIn. We use java selenium server to crawl LinkedIn web pages of experts. By using PHP XML generator we extract relevant fields/attributes from the crawled LinkedIn pages and generate the XML file. To further process these information are loaded to the database. Expertise calculation engine is used to compute the expertise dynamically rank experts based on the user provided information. Complete architecture of our proposed methodology is given in Fig. 1.

3.1 XML Generation

Our main contribution is to provide ranked list of software engineers in an XML form and we make this XML openly available to the research community. Secondly, we will have to provide an interactive visualization of the ranked experts. For this purpose we have developed a crawler which crawls LinkedIn profiles of each software engineers and store their HTML contents. Afterward we extract only relevant information like Name, expertise, Employer, Designation and duration in months from the crawled
HTML pages. However an individual has expertise with more than one employer in single language/tool. To compute the total expertise we use the following formula.

$$E_t = \sum_{j=0}^{n} E_n$$ (1)

After calculating the expertise, this data is then stored in an XML file. Figure 2 shows the sample XML, which consist of different nodes. The reason for storing expertise information in XML file is that, it is compatible for almost all kind of technologies, tools and environments. It can be easily loaded to different DBMS like Mysql, sql server, etc. for further processing.

### 3.2 Experts Ranking

After generating the XML, the next phase of the proposed method is to rank the experts according to experience. For ranking the experts, the methodology provide the top experts to the user for the experience he required. User will select the experience name in the user interface and he will provide the weight of experience according to his requirement. The first step is used to store the user entered weights in an array using (2).

$$W[i] =: \prod_{i=1}^{n} W[i] \quad \forall i \in Z^+ \text{ and } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$ (2)

In (2), $(W[i])$ represent the array and “$\prod_{i=1}^{n}$” is used for iteration and the colon (:) sign in “=:” shows that this equation has been defined in this paper for iteration purpose.

$$W_t = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \quad \forall i \in Z^+ \text{ and } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$ (3)

$$W_{a[i]} =: \prod_{i=1}^{n} W[i] W_t \quad \forall i \in Z^+ \text{ and } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$ (4)
Equations (3) and (4) are used to sum the total weight and store them in $W_t$ and then computes the actual weights ($W_a[i]$) and assign them to an array ($W[i]$).

$$I_{m}^{n} = \left\{ I_{j=1}^{m} E_{j}[c] \forall j \in Z^+ \text{ and } j = 1, 2, \ldots, m \rightarrow 4.2 \left\{ I_{k=1}^{p} E_{j}[c] \right\} \right\}$$

$$= \left\{ E_{js} \times W_a[i] \quad W_a[i] \iff E_{js} \rightarrow 4.1 \right\}$$

where $c = n \times m \times p$, $\forall i, j, \text{ and } k \in Z^+$ and

$$i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, j = 1, 2, \ldots, m, k = 1, 2, \ldots, p$$

(5)

In (5), there are three nested loops. The outer loop is executed “n” time where n is the total number of users in the dataset. Initially in this paper a dataset consist of two hundred (200) experts. Second loop will repeat “m” and “m” represent the total expertise like Linux, oracle, php, etc. of each user from the dataset. Third loop which is nested iterates “p” times where “p” shows the number expertise/languages/technologies selected by the employer using user interface (UI) provided. Inside the loop (iii), “if”
condition is provided which check to select only those expertise of an experts which match with expertise selected by the employer in the UI.

If the given condition is successful then duration of the matched expertise \( E_{js} \) is multiplied with \( W_{a[i]} \). Each time at the end of loop (ii) the overall expertise of an individual is calculated and stored in array \( E_{tw[j]} \).

\[
\text{SORT}(E_{tw})
\]

In (6) “SORT ()” function is applied on array “\( E_{tw[j]} \)” to sort expertise in ascending order.

\[
E_{tw}[i] := \sum_{i=1}^{5} E_{tw}[i] \quad \forall i \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \text{ and } i = 1, 2, \ldots, 5
\]

Finally, after calculating total expertise weight for each individual, the loop shown at (7) is used to select first five (5) experts form sorted array and store them in array “\( E_{ts}[i] \)”, which is then used to visualize these experts.

3.3 Visualize the Top Experts Based on Expertise Level

The proposed methodology provides a user-friendly interface and an interactive visualization technique which uniquely visualize expertise using PHP and HTML 5 canvas.

\[
\text{Max} = E_{ts}[1]
\]

Equation (8) uses the array \( E_{ts} \) from to find maximum expertise using Max function and stored in variable max.

\[
\text{CC} = 100/\text{Max}
\]

In (9) max is then used to find the circle co-efficient (Cc) by using formula: Cc = 100/max. Where 100 is the radius of main circle which is constant.

\[
I_{i=1}^{n} I_{j=1}^{m} RExp := \{ E_j \times CC \quad \forall i \text{ and } j \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \text{ and } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \text{ and } j = 1, 2, \ldots, m \}
\]

\[
\text{makeCircle}(RExp)
\]

The inner loop is used to calculate the radius of each expertise and then makeCircle() is used to draw inner circle. The main interface of the expertise calculation engine is presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 user is able to select the company name from the provided multiple selection list. When a user is unable to select a company, by default all the companies in the list would be used for calculation. Subsequently user selects the programming language/Technology in which user looking for expert. For example user can select php, C#, Asp.Net, etc. To further filter the results the user can select
experience ranges. For example in Fig. 3 user has selected experience from 3 month to 7 years. In case a user need an individual(s) with expertise in more than one language, tool or technology, the interface provide the facility to the user to enter required weight for each language/tool/technology in percentage. The default value for the weight will be 100. Afterward, when user submits their query, a list of ranked experts is visualized in the form of circles. The outer circle represents a single individual. The experts are displayed from left to right according to their ranks. Inner circles represent their expertise level in different areas/fields. The size of the inner circle shows level of expertise of an individual.

This interface provide facility to the users to select individuals with multiple expertise like expertise in PHP, C#, Asp.Net, Mysql and Sql Server, etc. User can select as many expertises as needed by just clicking the button labelled as “Add Another row” and then select experience and enter weight against each expertise. Figure 3 shows the User interface with visualization. In this figure user selects more than on expertise like Oracle and Linux. The user is an employer of the company working on various kinds of project using different languages/technologies. For example the projects are Oracle based, Java based and DotNet based projects. Employer need a team lead for Oracle based project. The expert must have experience in oracle and Linux. The proposed methodology gives five experts based on their experiences, in these experts, the ranked no 5 expert is the right person for the user to
be selected because he has experience in Oracle and Linux which is mandatory condition but he is also has expertise in Oracle financials, Oracle developer, java and DotNet. The reason is that this expert can easily be assigned to other projects when it is required. This means that the methodology not only help users to retrieve high level experts according to users query but also helps to find experts in related domain which is the implicit query of the users.

4 Results and Discussions

To evaluate the data extracted and ranked expertise by the proposed methodology to find the answers of the following questions:

1. Whether the individuals ranked by the methodology are correct?
2. Is this mined information will be helpful to find and expert?

To evaluate and validate the result of proposed methodology (Float Search), three different search results of the Float search have been evaluated and validated each one from the 87 different experts in the software industry manually. Table 1 shows the detailed results (All Reports Data) of the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oracle &amp; Linux</th>
<th>PHP</th>
<th>Dot Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that among 261 total feedbacks, 70.49% consider “Agree”, 28.35% selected “Strongly Agree” and only 1.15% has considered “Disagree”. The overall result of the evaluation strongly supports “Float Search” criteria instead of LinkedIn search technique for finding experts. As shown in Fig. 5, when we searched with the keyword “php”, in LinkedIn we found these 5 top experts. But the experts number 4 “Syed Junaid Ali” is most experience in php. It is not showing 1st top expert in LinkedIn. But in float search, “Syed Junaid Ali” is showing top 1st expert. So float search is better to provide ranking of experts on the basis of their experience.

As shown in Fig. 6, when we searched with the keyword “oracle and linux”, in LinkedIn we found these 5 top experts. But the experts number 4 “Atif Humayun” is most experience in php. It is not showing 1st top expert in LinkedIn. But in float search, “Atif Humayun” is showing top 1st expert. So float search is better to provide ranking of experts on the basis of their experience.
**Fig. 5.** Graph comparison of float search and LinkedIn search with benchmark by using filter “php”.

**Fig. 6.** Graph comparison of float search and LinkedIn search with benchmark by using filter “Oracle, Linux”.
5 Conclusion

LinkedIn is a professional social network. There are more than 135 million registered users on the LinkedIn. These users have different kinds and levels of expertise in various domains. Although the data available on the LinkedIn is in semi-structured form, but still it’s not an easy task for the organizations to find the required expertise in such massive collection of data. Further this information is not in a format which is directly readable for the machine. The proposed methodology (Float Search) has provided an automated technique which collects only structured information from individual’s profiles and stores them in an XML file. For further processing this information is then loaded to the database. Moreover, this methodology has provided a user-friendly interface and an interactive visualization of the experts. Float search has given the facility for user to give weight for each expertise according to their preference but LinkedIn does not provide option to give weight for each searching preference.

In future it is intended to extend the scope of this research and to further enhance the current methodology by providing an efficient and user-friendly interface. It also needed to get the unstructured data of LinkedIn and use it for searching results. It will be helpful for the organizations to get the suitable expert for the required job. Many experts have not added the experience in structured format, the enhancement of the methodology will also add those experts in the search results.
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Abstract. The world of book publishing has changed drastically with the adoption of XML technologies, by imposing regular structures on authors and allowing production departments to design, alter, and redistribute books in a fraction of the time it would have taken previously. However, as we move to make our content more machine readable, we need to consider how we apply metadata in a way that supports custom publishing solutions. The author proposes a new way of looking at XML schemas for archiving books, and suggests how this may be implemented with code examples. While an archive generally preserves content as it was produced, because publishers’ archives are potential sources of revenue, they should be compiled in such a way that allows for calculated mining, supported by semantic mark-up describing not only the book function, but the intended uses.
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1 Introduction

So often when looking into digital innovation we find that the focus is on the big advances, such as artificial intelligence and big data. Attention is focused on how this can be used to manage cars and cities, create smart recommendations for advertisers and assist us in our daily lives. But how do we apply this to books?

Yes, Siri and Google Assist can tell us about anything with a Wikipedia article, but what if we say, “Ok Google, I want to get into Deep Learning and Neural Networks, I’m in high school and have done some programming, and I think that this may be a potential career move. Can you give me an introduction to the field?”

Typing this is now gives you links to AI blogs, MIT and Coursera Courses, Newspaper articles, some adverts for data science, and eventually a 2208 book on page four of the results. However in Frederick Pohl’s Day of the Boomer Dukes (1956) [1] the protagonist – Foraminifera 9-Hart Bailey’s Beam – asks the Learning Lodge index computer to find some information for him based on certain criteria and, “Then there was a hiss and a crackle, and in the receiver of the desk a book appeared. I unzipped the case, took it out, and opened it to the pages marked on the attached reading tape.”

This idea, that a book can be created to the needs of a specific reader is not a new one, and is being attempted by educational companies today venturing into the practice of Custom Publishing.
Custom publishing has its greatest potential in the higher education market, where books are increasingly being compiled from front and backlist content according to the requirements of a specific course.

However, in order to achieve this, we need more than a business practice; we need a new way of looking at our content. Brian O’Leary has addressed this in his context-first publishing philosophy [2]. However, I am not sure how many publishers are really looking into a practical way of implementing this. Publishing in XML with DocBook and custom schemas is certainly the first step, but how should we preparing our books so that the content can be intelligently repurposed based on its content rather by its formatting.

I find that the theme I am constantly repeating to my students is that digital content needs to be machine-readable. Programmers understand this. They understand that for any system to work, a precise vocabulary must be used in defining different classes, functions and variables, in this way the software can work according to its programmed logic. The software used in publishing is designed in this way. InDesign (still the book design staple) works best when character, paragraph, and object styles are used consistently. This allows for valid nesting and importing of content and for eventual compatibility with a publishing system designed to access content defined in XML.

While XML schemas are becoming more semantic, custom publishing solutions are still reliant on describing the book as part of a book. For Pohl’s scene in the Learning Lodge to occur, an AI must be able to examine a piece of text and understand not only its semantic meaning, but the intent of the writing. This is not only a tool for training AI, but to assist in human searches as well. While search algorithms are constantly adapting, they must still respond to usage patterns and direct language. Full text searching is still our best method quickly discerning the content of a book. However, this is limited by our own language and individual means of expressing our objectives. For custom publishing to truly work, we need to be able to extract content based on its purpose and function, and be able to locate suitable content timeously from our backlist.

My proposal here is for an archiving system with the potential to catalogue content down to the paragraph level. Content should be semantically defined so that it is possible to make a search query such as, “explanations and exercises in geometry for students written in a conversational and accessible tone”.

As publishers, we must strive to defend the unique aspects of our books. The profile of the author, or the marketing blurb is not enough, (especially in educational environments) and it is up to us as publishers to create textual content that engages the intended readership as much as possible. The query above as a search request could only realistically pull results from the marketing information or introduction. However, with granular enough metadata this query could extract the exercises themselves based on their intended audience.

 Practically this comes down to rigorous metadata. However, mention metadata in the book world, and thoughts immediately fly to ONIX, MARC, Dublin-Core, XMP and so forth. However, these formats – valuable as they are – are primarily useful in distribution, discovery, and access of the complete volume. They assist the sales division, but how can we use them in production?

If we are to truly redefine publishing in the 21st century, we need to define content right down to the paragraph, so that as publishers we are truly able to create a content
database of relatable, and chunkable material, and that can be thoughtfully collated and curated according to need, and possibly even by machine.

2 An XML Framework

While O’Leary’s explanation of contextual publishing focusses on how content is interconnected, and needs to be aware of how it is being consumed, I think what we can add to this is, “who is reading it?”

For this we need to start thinking practically about how we store our content. The best technology we have for this so far is XML, it’s ubiquitous, scalable, and suitably rigorous.

If we consider how most modern publishers are working with XML schemas we will probably find that books are defined as such:

```xml
<Book>
  <FrontMatter>
    <dc:identifier id="isbn-id">urn:isbn:9782541387655</dc:identifier>
    <dc:creator id="author">John Andrews</dc:creator>
    <meta refines="#author" property="role" scheme="marc:relators">aut</meta>
    <dc:title>Book of Wonders</dc:title>
    ...
  </FrontMatter>
  <MainMatter>
    <Chapter>
      <Title>What is Wonder?</Title>
      <p class="first">When I first began...</p>
    </Chapter>
    ...
  </MainMatter>
  <EndMatter>
    <Index>
      <Iheading>A</Iheading>
      <Iterm id="aardvark">Aardvark <a href="#IT-aardvark">IpageRef/</a></Iterm>
    </Index>
    ...
  </EndMatter>
</Book>
```

Fig. 1. A typical book schema.